GLORY SPORTS INTERNATIONAL PARTNER WITH EPICENTRE.TV
Live streaming on Epicentre.tv

Epicentre Pty Ltd. (Epicentre.tv) continues to stamp their presence in the live broadcasting market through their latest partnership with GLORY Sports
International Pte Ltd. (GLORY). Epicentre.tv will live stream GLORY 14, live from Zagreb, Croatia on March 8 with the deal set to ensure GLORY
receives maximum exposure for their events through Epicentre.tv, the number one combat sports live streaming platform in the world.

“This is the start of what we believe will be a long and successful partnership between the two companies. GLORY has quickly established itself as
the premier kickboxing organisation in the world and we are excited to be working alongside their team to help GLORY continue their meteoric rise
around the globe.”

“This year combat sports fans now have the opportunity to view the number one kickboxing and MMA organisations in the world right here. Whether
you’re at home, in the office or on the bus, you can catch all the action live on Epicentre.tv.” Says Epicentre.tv COO, Luke Campbell.

"At Glory we always look for the best way to reach our fans around the world and help new fans discover Kickboxing. We are delighted to partner with
Epicentre and expand upon our streaming capabilities" said Ivan Farneti, Board Director at Glory Sports International.
GLORY 14 Zagreb will see Heavyweight hometown hero Mirko 'Cro Cop' Filipovic (22-7-0, 12 KOs) make his GLORY debut against fellow living
legend Remy Bonjasky (98-12-0, 36 KOs). The bout is a rematch from 2002, with Filipovic winning the first encounter via TKO.
Glory 14 Zagreb is shaping up to be one of the strongest events for the global kickboxing leader and the full fight card will be release closer to the
date.
About Epicentre.tv:

Epicentre.tv offer a purpose-built pay-per-view platform made for promoters to monetize their content in a way never before available. Through
Epicentre.tv's pay-per-view portal, promoters can now seamlessly broadcast their content across the globe, both Live and On Demand, whilst
promoting their brand and maximizing exposure for their event. Epicentre.tv work alongside promoters not only for the end to end production of their
event, but also to drive marketing, sponsorship and promotion to all corners of the world, reaching a wider audience base, adding bargaining power for
increased sponsorship dollars and ongoing revenue.

For further information head to epicentre.tv.
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